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About This Game

ABE VR is an intense experience that recreates the horrifying story about a misguided robot seeking the unconditional love of
humans…at whatever cost.

Created in Unreal Engine, and continuing our filmmaking in virtual reality, ABE VR is based on ABE the multi-award winning
short film, and planned feature film, written and directed by Rob McLellan.

No longer do you have to just watch the film, you now get to experience it as a character. Specifically, ABE’s chosen victim.
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I really dislike the mobile/kongregate version's IAP pattern so I'm happy to pay for the game on steam and not have to pay
anything extra. The game has good production values and is quite fun but also quite simple but then again not quite as simple as
you first think.. Displeased with purchasing this. Although its only offered at a base price, and is touted as being very indie, that
doesn't excuse that its currently broken in variety of different ways, and should most assuredly be something ushering its way
along steam in the Early Access programme rather than being listed as a complete title.

Shows promise and could be a good thing in the long-run, but there's a lot of basic work nevermind polish needed to get it off
the ground.. At some point it gets boring, that's why 80% of the community has under 30 hours.. The music was really good and
the story was interesting enough to keep me hooked, but there is just way too much problems with that game for me to
reccomend it.
If you buy that game, buy it on sale because it is an unfinished product.

There is a lot of bugs and some of them are gamebreaking.

-You can fall trough the floor in one of the levels.
-Sometimes objects you are holding will glitch out of youre hands.
-Sometimes you won't be able to go farther because the game won't let you go and you will have no choice but to quit and
charge a checkpoint.

The game lack a lot of polish.

-Enemys will appear in youre face out of nowhere.
-The AI is brainless.
-Moving with objects in my hands really didn't feel natural, like they were hold back by an invisible force.

The combat is extremly repetitive and I have some issues with it.

-You can hit enemys with objects but can't do hand to hand combat, except tearing people apart and it will be the way you will
kill 99% of the time.
- If I hold an object, it isn't in my hand, it is just floating near my hand and it really doesn't feel natural.

Edit : I corrected some spelling errors.
I just finished the game and let me tell you the final boss is incredibly underwelming, both in difficulty and in design.. I've never
played the Rome Total War series. Most war strategy games I play have some form of base building, so the only game I can
think of to compare The Kings Crusade to is the Myth series of games released way back when.

The Kings Crusade is a blast to play. It looks good, and sounds good even without a heavy coat of polish a higher budget games
receives. You get to use the terrain to your advantage, are forced to make quick decisions even with the capability of
pausingbefore and during battle to get your bearings. Units that survive can be upgraded RPG style, new units are being
introduced and there little side qests and diversions to mix things up that reward the player with goodies and perks.

There is even a faction system you must balance to try and get the best from all worlds, and this faction system really captures
the historical context of the era and the main reason the subsequent crusades were not ultimately successful: Christandom was
not united in its quest.

Remember to save your game after each hour of play or else you will lost it to a windows run time error. There are bugs here
with no fixes, but there are work arounds. If you have been playing for over an hour and the game hasn't crashed, SAVE!
Luckily the missions don't take longer than hour, at least not so far.
. Just as enjoyable as the previous Version plus a new Character and an alternate Storyline. Check it out! :). Ok at first Then gets
boring. It's good for local multiplayer but would be better with online multiplayer.
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Edit: now it has online multiplayer I highly recomend. card is good
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Greeting all, Lets get this train moving shall we? :-\/ sorry, I could not help it.

I snapped this up from steam quickly without reading anything about the game as this is the type of game I love.

I wish I did, But let me get to that in a minute, Firstly on loading this game I was greeted by the main menu, It was fast loading
as the specifications for this game is not high at all, Where do I start, I guess a tutorial would be a good
place........Wait...What......No Tutorial? Strange, but it's OK, I have played railroad tycoon, Can't be much different.

Before I go much further, I must say that I did not expect this game to be visually pleasing, I was expecting something low spec.
And I was not disappointed, with old 16bit block graphics style game play smoothed off a bit.

But that aside, I started playing, I choose an open play "sandbox" style of UK, and I started from the beginning, 1850.
Wow was I wrong about it not being too hard to pick up, I have a total of less than ten hours on this game, The first two was
setting up a transport link and trying to set up a route.

After all that, I was suddenly drawn to how much it had cost me, How much it was costing me to maintain buildings, And how
much I was loosing on each run!

After a few more hours setting up different trade routes It struck me as how hard it was to make any money, I was just keeping
afloat mostly,

Starting from the 1850's I only had access to horse and cattle, a few years on I got a train and some ships, One of which was
6.5MILLION!!! to buy, you start the game with 15M and I was fast down to less than one million, So I fast forwarded time to
gain some funds, and for some reason, The white house appeared in Cornwall? Quirky.

I also noticed at this point the lack of transport options, I was still in "horse and cart" mode, Starting on my railway, I did a long
link between two factories, That was great fun and was a money earner, I was back up to a few mill in no time, So I went to do
another rail link.....And For some reason, I cannot place another station anywhere on the map? I looked this up on the internet
and apparently it is a bug, And to my surprise, one of MANY! No, Seriously!

Many of the bugs I have not come across yet, But this along with no hover over tool tips, The inability to do roads\/rail in 8
directions (can only be done 4 directions) and the awkwardness of setting up routes (route manager disappears when you move
the map with the mouse, you have to use the arrow keys!) just makes the game look underdeveloped.

I have reluctantly decided to call it a day for this game, And it cost me a GBP \u00a310.99, Steam will not give back money for
you buying rubbish that they offer, You have been warned, Please research what you can about a game before you give it to
steam.

It might sound a little harsh, If you decide to put up with all the flaws, your a better person than me, I just can't play this game.

Thank you for your time.. old people smell weird. Just plain, boring game. Story, animations, voice acting, everything is just
bad. If you want pirate adventure game, play Monkey Island games all over again! 1/5. Excellent RPG.. would be good if people
actually played the game. Another Unity asset flip without anything worth mentioning, the common buy and sell was your own
kind of stuff.. 10/10 cant believe this is an early access game!

Graphics- Top notch! Great animation, great lighting!

Sound - Very cool stuff. Not the usual tweaked out pig noises. Clashes and bashes are very convincing!

Gameplay - Lots of games modes! All of them you can play online!. The RPG Maker franchise is absolutely incredible. It's
practically limitless for people that can code and script. It's very fun for a kid to use, being that you can easily make whatever
you want to. I love all of the RPG Makers, but this was my first and I'd have to say that it is easily my favorite. I very much
recommend this if you want to make yourself an RPG, big or small, complex or simplistic.
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